01:00:39 Jessica Bee: Yay Kisha!

01:01:43 Kisha Lendore (she/her): Thank you everyone :)   
01:01:46 Kisha Lendore (she/her): Good Day and Welcome   
Back! Please use this link to sign in 
https://forms.gle/AKgNXsAWLCcraEux8

Here is the link to today’s slide deck 
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/ndzen35ystbpiue/AACf4yp7rXoJx5ntTYbDJOT0a?dl=0

01:03:20 Bob Doppelt: Welcome everyone

01:13:35 Kisha Lendore (she/her): Good Day and Welcome   
Back! If you have not yet signed in please use this link to sign in 
https://forms.gle/AKgNXsAWLCcraEux8

Here is the link to today’s slide deck 
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/ndzen35ystbpiue/AACf4yp7rXoJx5ntTYbDJOT0a?dl=0

01:16:18 Danielle Humphreys, (she/her) WFCN: Yes, everyday, we have to choose to practice allyship. 

01:28:21 Danielle Humphreys, (she/her) WFCN: SO good

01:29:27 Jessica Bee: Agreed Danielle. I appreciate the re-langualing work. I have like to say people who are unhoused rather than homeless. 

01:30:48 Danielle Humphreys, (she/her) WFCN: That's a great example, Jessica!

01:33:30 Kisha Lendore (she/her): 1. Recall a time when you entered a BIPOC community with good intentions and ‘discovered’ community wisdom that demonstrated or promoted resilience? Lessons from the Field. 

2. What would be your do-over? 

3. Name at least 2 practical things that we can do to identify, recognize, engage, and/or partner with BIPOC community wisdom? 

01:44:54 CHRISTINE BRUGLER: Always good to connect and share, and never enough time. :)

01:46:15 Jessica Bee: I think it needs to be explicit and said out loud the appreciation for the BIPOC persons time, energy, space to share their wisdom with us.

01:46:20 Mary Tigner-Rasanen: I am in a Socially Engaged Buddhism Training, and have been learning to go into situations in a space of "Not Knowing" and then to "Bear Witness" before acting. This has been reinforced in this training. 

01:46:35 Rachel Kerr: Would love to see Dr. Jackson’s video!

01:46:37 Mona Delavan: Cross community relationships seem difficult to initiate. 

01:46:38 Srividya Kalyanaraman: So glad to be with the both of you, Christine and Cassie! We had a wonderful conversation together. I echo Christine: it's always too short because there exists continual discovery. 

01:46:53 Rebecca MacKenzie: BIPOC communities have been resilience long before white saviors ever thought of stepping into their communities. We need to listen, learn and be supporters of the strengths of the BIPOC community. 

01:46:55 Charles (Chuck) Areford: A theme that emerged in our group was the acceptance by BIPOC communities of outsiders.
Kristina Spaude: The work is slow, bridge-building is slow, but we need to keep taking as many opportunities that we are offered because the outcome will be deeply transformative for us all.

Wendy Greenspun: Listen, rather than give your ideas. Find leaders who may not be obvious.

Mary Tigner-Rasanen: Can you recommend some good sources for Black Psychology?

Ellen LaCrosse: We found that each of us had similar situations with breaking into populations who we may have had relationships with in other area.

Mona Delavan: Could we get references and reviews of lit in Black Psychology theory?

Danielle Humphreys, (she/her) WFCN: Do the work of learning and listening to a community before creating an "action plan."

Srividya Kalyanaraman: @Mary, great frames--"Not Knowing" and "Bear Witness." It approaches spaces with kindness and loving-curiousity.

Srividya Kalyanaraman: @Mona: I encourage doing the legwork to discover some resources for yourself. Not only is there joy in discovering and finding those references after long searches, but it is also an investment of time in what you care about. It also honours how much BIPOC [and other marginalised communities] have had to put in extraordinary effort to find resources and references, and build that unofficial canon of resources for themselves.

Mona Delavan: That is such a good thought.

Jessica Bee: Thank you Sri for your encouragement for us to do the work.

Mary Tigner-Rasanen: Thank you, Sri.

Kathryn DeFilippo: thank you

CHRISTINE BRUGLER: A sincere thank you Dr. Jackson! <3

Jessica Bee: Thank you for this education Dr. Jackson.

Lisa Moulds: Thank you!

Peter Chien: Thank you.

Cara Cook: Thank you Dr. Jackson!

Alyssa McClean: Thank you, Dr. Jackson.

C Archer: Thank you so much Dr Jackson

Srividya Kalyanaraman: Thank you, Theopia. This was beautiful and healing!!!!

Sam Black: Thank you Dr Jackson

Mary Tigner-Rasanen: Thank you so much.

Meera Sotor (she/her): Thank you, Dr. Jackson!

Danielle Humphreys, (she/her) WFCN: Thank you, that was moving!

Charles (Chuck) Areford: Excellent Dr. Jackson!

Rebecca MacKenzie: May you feel the love and strength of the Holy Spirit as you move forward with the healing journey we are all on, Theopia.

Sam Black: Hello, would it be possible for the people on this course to have a facebook group/WhatsApp group to continue sharing relevant info/good practice? Thanks

Jessica Bee: I think this is a great idea Sam.

Tenaya Jackman: I agree. I'd join that.

Srividya Kalyanaraman: Definitely want to lift this
up, Sam. Would be great to have our cohort to stay connected to and provide some resilience "refueling" for each other as we go forward :) I don't have FB but love the idea of a Signal/Telegraph group, especially since FB and WA don't have the greatest of privacy policies.

02:17:28 Sam Black: Yes, signal or telegraph both good ideas. I know fb and wa definitely not ideal! I'm not sure the nest way to go about setting it up - as in how to contact everyone.

02:19:05 CHRISTINE BRUGLER: I'm don't FB either... However, would welcome some form of continued connection as we "go forth" :)

02:20:35 Jessica Bee: I think we would need ITRC to help get the word out to those who are part of this cohort. And while less than ideal FB is a common known platform which could be a place to begin,

02:24:01 Kisha Lendore (she/her): Please take a few moments to complete a brief evaluation https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSeE8AuzD5dicC4bGYPg1N7kwoWtJO_giQA0ze8AoNdKOI-8ww/viewform?gxids=7628

Thank you for attending all 9 sessions! We appreciate your engagement and insightful feedback. We wish you all the best in moving this crucial work forward in your communities. Please use this link to sign out https://forms.gle/AKgNXsAWLCcraEux8

02:24:42 Srividya Kalyanaraman: So true, Jessica. ITRC/TRI, would you be able to send a list out with participant info [with our consent, of course]? That would be a great starting point.

02:24:59 Mona Delavan: Thanks to Kisha and Bob. This has been so helpful. Thanks to all the breakroom buddies. You are awesome.

02:25:06 Charles (Chuck) Areford: Thanks Bob and everyone for this important and excellent webinar.

02:25:58 Mona Delavan: These speakers are my new mentors.

02:29:32 Jessica Bee: Appreciate you all so much. This will help us sustain our work and improve the effectiveness.

02:29:53 CHRISTINE BRUGLER: This has been an awesome series of trainings. Thank you Bob and all!

02:30:25 C Archer: Thanks for so much wisdom, this has given me a lot to think about and a lot to learn. Much appreciated.

02:30:25 Jessica Bee: Thank you so much Bob!

02:30:41 Sam Black: Thank you so much for this wonderful training.

02:30:42 Srividya Kalyanaraman: Bob, I love this management vs leadership. I almost always use the term service-leader than leader to limit the hierarchical structure of leadership. Thank you for the differentiation

02:30:44 Danielle Humphreys, (she/her) WFCN: I agree with Jessica--this was wonderful learning and perspective that will help our organization so much

02:30:49 Lisa Moulds: Thank you!

02:31:16 Xavier Justice: Thxs

02:31:17 Srividya Kalyanaraman: Thank you, Bob, Kisha, and ITRC!

02:31:21 Mary Tigner-Rasanen: Thank you for the whole program. My eyes have been opened, and I am thinking about how to more fully participate in this effort going forward.

02:31:21 Rebecca MacKenzie: This is amazing and very helpful for my resilience project in my community! Thank you, Bob, Peggy, Kisha and all our amazing leaders/teachers.